SET UP INSTRUCTION FOR WOODEN DOOR

A) Hole to fix the hinge to the jamb
B) Holes to fix the hinge to the door and to adjust it in height
C) Screws to fix depth
D) Self blocking screw for lateral adjustment
E) Screw to adjust depth

Important: The hinge shall be fixed to the panel through screws at the centre of the hole, in order to allow the right adjustment afterwords.

TO ADJUST DEPTH
1. Turn the C screws once to unfasten them lightly
2. Turn the E screw in clockwise direction to adjust the door -1mm
3. Fasten both the C screws

TO ADJUST HEIGHT
1. Use D screw
2. Turn the D screw in clockwise direction to adjust the door -1,5 mm
2. Turn the D screw in counterclockwise direction to adjust the door +1,5 mm

Turn the C screws once to unfasten them lightly
Turn the E screw in clockwise direction to adjust the door -1mm
Turn the E screw in counterclockwise direction to adjust the door +1mm
Fasten both the C screws
Use D screw
Turn the D screw in clockwise direction to adjust the door -1,5 mm
Turn the D screw in counterclockwise direction to adjust the door +1,5 mm

Controiletal per porte a scomparsa
ADJUSTMENTS FOR WOODEN DOOR

1. Protective cover pre-installed on the jamb

2. Remove the protective cover from the jamb

3. Insert the panel with the pre-installed hinges into the corresponding part on the frame

4. Fix it with the screws supplied.

TO ADJUST HEIGHT

1. Insert the wedge under the door and turn once the fixing screws of the hinges to unfasten them lightly, the door will be laying on the wedge.

2. Push the wedge under the door until you have adjusted it according to your need, fix the screws again.

La riserviamo a termine di legge la proprietà di questo disegno e di renderlo comunque noto a terze senza la nostra approvazione.